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RADAR FREWEWES
Abstract-Over-the-horizon (OTH) EIF radar using sky-wave
propagation via refraction by the ionosphere is capable of detecting
targets at distances an order of magnitude greater than conventional
C W C R O W A E f?ADAR--t
microwave radar limited by the line of sight. Some of the characterUHF
S C XK,KK,
istics, capabilities, and limitations of OTH radar based on the erpe- . / \ L _- . _ ..
rience of the MADRE radar as developed by the Naval Research Lab10
(00
!om
WQO
oratoryaredescribed.
Also discussed is the applicationof OTH
F R E Q E K Y MEGAHERTZ
radar to air-trafEc control and to the remote sensing of sea conditions.
Fig. 1. Frequency spectrum showing the relationship between HF
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I. INTRODUCTION

radar frequenaes and conventional microwave radar bands (letter
designations) as assigned by the ITU for Region 11.

I%

ADAR frequencies are generally synonymous with microwave frequencies. The standard radar bands (Fig.
1) established bytheInternationalTelecommunications Union (ITU) extend as low as VHF, but thelowest frequency band (137-144 MHz) is now used chiefly for experimental purposes. The next lowest band (216-225 MHz) has
limitedoperationalapplication,
butthevastmajority
of
radars in the United States operate a t U H For higher.
Radars at the lowerfrequenciessufferfromacrowded
spectrum, limited bandwidth, high ambient noise, and wide
beamwidths. Nevertheless, there have been significant applications of radar in the H F band’ in the past. The earliest
‘radars” were at H F a n d were used to measure the height of
the ionosphere. Inthe
middle 1920’s Appeltonemployed
FM-CW equipment, and Breit and Tuve used pulsed equipment to determine the ionospheric height by whatwould now
be considered classical radar methods. The first operational
military radar system was also at HF. Thiswas the CH radar
system installed by the British in 1938 for aircraft detection.
These line-of-sight radars, whichwere
crudebymodern
standards, were given credit for a major contribution in defending against German bombers during the Battle of Britain
and conclusively demonstrated the worthof radar. They were
built at H F because there was no other alternative available
for a system that had to be installed in 1938. They did the
job well, however. J u s t prior to World War 11; radar frequencies reached up to about 200 MHz, and during the war the
microwave region was exploited successfully.
UHF and microwave radars are used widely.in both military and civilian applications, and it is unlikely that frequencies outside this relatively large portionof the electromagnetic
(EM) spectrum will be competitive for the majorityof current
applications. However, there is a very important property of
the HF region that h a s always been of interest to the radar
designer, if i t could be properly exploited. This property is the
ability of H F radiation to propagate beyond the line of sight
Manuscript received September 18.1973; revised January 7, 1974.
The authors are with the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington.
D. C. 20375.
1 Although the HF band is defined by the ITU toextend from 3 to 30
MHz, definitions are sometimes arbitrary. Here HF is meant to indude
those frequencies just above the broadcast band and extending up to 40
MHz or more.

Fig. 2.

Geometry of sky-wave and ground-wave propagation.

by either groundwaves diffracted around the curvatureof the
earth or sky waves refracted by the ionosphere (Fig. 2). The
range of a ground-wave H F radar typically might be of the
order of 200-400 km, and the coverage of a sky-wave radar
might extend from a minimum of lo00 to perhaps 4000 km or
more. T h e H F over-the-horizon (OTH) radar can extend the
400-km range typical of a ground-based air-surveillance radar
byanorder
of magnitude.Thearea
coveredincreasesby
about two orders of magnitude.
The targets of interest to an HF OTH radar are the same
as those of interest to microwave radar and include aircraft,
missiles, and ships. The longwavelengthscharacteristic
of
H F radaralsoprovide
a meansforgatheringinformation
about the sea and land,as well as aurora and meteors.
Experiments with 0T.H radar began
at the Naval Research
Laboratory early in the 1950’s. I t was realized that if targets
of interest were to beseen, the extremelylargeundesired
clutter echo returned from the ground must be suppressed
relative to the target signal. For example, the echo from the
ground might easily be40-8BdB greater than an aircraft echo,
depending upon antenna beamwidth and pulsewidth. To increase the target-to-clutter ratio requires high. resolution in
range and angle and excellent Doppler-frequency discrimination as in a moving target indicator (MTI) or pulse Doppler
radar. At HF, sufficient resolution in angle and/or range to
suppress completely the clutter echo is difficult to achieve.
For example, a 1’ beamwidth requires a n antenna of the order
of 2 km. Range resolution requires a wide-signal bandwidth,
but itis seldom that the ionosphere can effectively support an
instantaneous bandwidth greater than about 100 kHz, which
corresponds to a range resolution of roughly 13 km. Even with
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Fig. 3. A typicalearthbackscatter (BS)energydistributionshowing
the distributionof the backscattered energy andalso the frequencyat
which this energy has diminished to the level of the noise in the 0.05Hz bandwidth. Theline structure of the graph is not due to a discrete
modulation frequency since the backscatter signalis continuous with
the frequency, but rather represents the average amplitude measured
in a 0.05-Hzbandwidth filter overa 2-min period positioned in successive 0.2-Hz steps.
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high-power transmitter and antenna suitable for testing aircraft detection feasibility were added, and in the fall of 1961
aircraft were detected and range tracked over the major portion of their flights across the Atlantic. Continual improvements insignal processing were made bythe use of ferrite-core
memorydevices,
capacitor-store devices, and digitalprocessing. The signal processor has been the key element in the
success achieved with OTH radar.
In this paper, the basic nature of OTH radar will be reviewed with emphasis placed on those properties and characteristics that differ from those found at microwaves. The skywave radar will be considered chiefly, but some brief mention
will also be made of the shorter range OTH radar thatutilizes
the ground-wave mode of propagation.
11. CHARACTER
OF H F RADAR
Some of thecharacteristicsandproblems
of H F O T H
radarcan be identified byanexamination
of thefamiliar
radar range equation. A form commonly used in OTH Doppler radar analysis is

such range and angular resolution, sea clutter
a t a distance of
3000 km can be a target as large as perhaps lo6 m*. Doppler
processing is thus clearly needed in an OTH radar for most
where
targets.
I n 1956 the Naval Research Laboratory concluded a definitive set of experiments that showed H F sky-wave radar
couldsucceedfor
aircraftdetection.First,aircrafttargets
were examined line-of-sightand found to give coherent echoes.
The Doppler shift fd from the radar carrier frequency f o is
given by the relation

where V , is- the target relative velocity and c is the velocity
of light. For aircraft targets fd was generally a very-well-defined frequency in the slightly above 0- to 50-Hz range. Second, one-way sky-wave paths had
been measured to be frequency-stable at least for the order
of seconds. The conclusive
experiment that indicatedOTHdetectionwas
feasiblefor
aircraft targets employed a coherent pulse Doppler radar to
examine the echo from the earth, andshowed that the return
from the earth by a sky-wave path waswell-confined in spectral content to the verylow Doppler frequencies. Fig. 3 taken
from a n early Naval Research Laboratory report describing
that experiment, shows that the amplitudeof the earth backscatter frequency spectrum is reduced
at least 32 d B at a
frequency 2.2 Hz removed from the carrier. I n this measurement,thearea
of earthilluminatedbythecoherent
pulse
Doppler radar was 1100 by 1300 km, and included both land
and ocean surface. (This is a cell size area about three orders
of magnitude greater than would be used for an OTH radar.)
Data such as these, and measured aircraft radar
cross sections,
were used to predict that OTH detection with
a Doppler radar
was possible. The limits of performance appeared to be controlled by the dynamic range achievable in receivers and in
the signal processors. The Naval Research Laboratory then
embarked on a program to apply Doppler processing to OTH
radar. The heartof the initial development was a cross-correlation signal processor that utilized a magnetic drum as the
storage medium. Under Air Force and Navy sponsorship,
a
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maximum range;
average power;
transmitting antenna gain;
receiving antenna gain;
wavelength;
target cross section;
factor to account for propagation effects;
coherent processing time;
noise power/unit bandwidth;
signal-to-noise ratio required for detection;
system losses.

Thetransmittingand
receiving antennagainsareshown
separately since in some OTH radars itis convenient to have
separate antennas for these functions. I t is in F,, NO,and T,
that the major differences between sky-wave and microwave
radar lie. The factor Fp contains ionospheric path energy loss,
polarization mismatch loss, ionospheric focusing gain or loss,
and losses due to the dynamic nature
of the path [l], [2].
NOcontains thenoise power expected from natural sources[3]
and in addition (and frequently more important) the effects
of other H F band user interference. The processing time T,
[which is equal to the number of hits integrated divided by
the pulse-repetition frequency (PRF)] is included in this form
of the equation to emphasize that thisa is
Doppler radar that
requires a dwell time of T,seconds if a frequency resolution of
1/T, hertz is to be achieved.
In thedesign of an OTH radar an adequate
signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is not the only criterion
for detectability. The
signal-to-clutter ratio must also be sufficient. Thus such factors as the resolution cell size may be more important in an
OTH radar than in conventional radar.
A “typical” OTH radar designed for the detection of aircraft at ranges out to 4000 km might have an average power
of several hundreds of kilowatts, antenna gains from about
20-30 dB, and operating frequencies from several megahertz
to several tens of megahertz. Antennas must be big to obtain
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Fig. 4. MADRE OTH radar l o c a t e d at the Chesapeake Bay field site of the
Naval Research Laboratory. The auxiliary rotatable antenna located
above and behind the main planar antenna is used for experiments in
directions not within the coverage of the main antenna.

Fin. 5. Tvuicalswctrum of the noiseand interference exwrienced art
-HF as measurld within a 5-kHz bandwidth. The no& due to atmospherics and cosmic source# is at a level of approximately - 1 4 0
dBW (140 dB below 1 W). Note the correlation of the level with user
allocations.

reasonably small beamwidths. An antenna horizontal length
of 300 m might be typical.
The transmitted waveform (signal format)can be CW,
simple pulse, FM-CW, chirped pulse, or other coded waveforms [SI. Pulse compression is used for the same reasons .as
in microwave radar. Because of the skip zone, the H F OTH
sky-wave radar does not detect targets within about 1000 km
so that problems of minimumrange,asmight
occurwith
sophisticated pulse waveforms, do not generally exist.
The Naval Research Laboratory's MADRE OTH radar is
shown in Fig. 4.This is an experimental radar thatfirst went
into operation in 1961. The antenna is 98 m wide by 43 m
high and consists of twenty corner reflector elements arranged
in. two rows of ten elements each. Thebeam is steered 30"in
azimuth withmechanically actuated line stretchers. Shown
above and behind this fixed main antenna is a rotatable antenna 27 m in width that is used to obtain coverage in directions other than thatof the main antenna. This experimental
radar has been generally operated with average powers from
5 to 50 kW.
In a microwave radar, the receiver sensitivity is usually
determined by theinternal noise generated within the receiver itself. External noise seldom affects the sensitivity. The
opposite is true at HF. External
noise due to atmospherics
(lightning), cosmic noise, man-made noise, andother H F
radiating sources can be significantly greater than internal
receiver noise. The combined effects of interference from the
many other users of the H F band is a n especially major contributiontothe
receiver noise level. Fig. 5 plots a typical
example of external noise inthe H F band.The expected
atmospheric and cosmic noise level would be at the bottom of
the graph and is lower than the noise which is often experienced in practice. Note that the actual
noise levels can be
quite high and are not uniform across the band. If narrowband operation can be tolerated (perhaps a spectral width of
5 or 10 kHz) many relatively clear regions can be found in
which to operate. The nonuniformity
of the ambient noise
spectrum means that large-bandwidth systems might have to
compete with a higher value of NO(noise power per unit bandwidth) than might narrow-band systems.
External noise is not the onlyeffect that can limitreceiver
sensitivity. As mentioned inthe preceding, an OTH radar

illuminates a large portion of the surfaceof the earth, and the
land or sea echo is generally so large that it dominates the
external noise level and the targetecho. Generally, some form
of Doppler signal processing is necessary to extract thedesired
moving target from the undesiredbackground
clutter.In
principle, Doppler processing in a n H F radar is similar to the
MTI or pulse Doppler methods employed in microwave radar
but with important modifications to allow for the specific
characteristics of H F radar. Doppler filter bandwidths from
1 Hz down to 0.05 Hz may be used depending upon the target's characteristics and the stabilityof the propagation path.
The additionof noncoherent processing is generally of benefit.
Just as other users of the H F band produce interference
that can limit the sensitivity of H F radar, the H F radar can
cause interference to other users if care is not taken. An approach tointerference minimization is to use narrow-band
waveforms (in the extreme, monochromatic continuous
waves)
whose spectral energy can be fitted within channels where no
other user can be detected.The waveform in a radar like
MADRE is a compromise between range resolution, which requires wide bandwidth, and interference elimination, which
requires narrow bandwidth. T o properly utilize narrow-band
waveforms to minimize or eliminate interference byoccupying
quiet regions of the spectrum, frequency flexibility is necessary.
A narrow spectrum implies a long pulse. A long pulse is
important in achieving the energy requiredfor long-range detection. I t is also desirable to shape the transmittedpulse (or
pulse elements in a coded waveform) so as to reduce the spectral energy contained a t frequencies far from the carrier. This
precaution is also true for FM-CW, thus making it equivalent
to a very long frequency-modulated pulse. A cosine-squared
pulse shape has been successfully used with .MADRE. When
proper precautionsaretaken,
experience has proven that
there are butfew complaints of H F radar interference to other
users of the band.
Considering radar cross section, most targets are in the
optical region for microwave radar. In contrast, for H F radar
some targets can be in the resonance region and when operating at the
lowest frequencies, even lie in the Rayleigh region.
The cross section decreases rapidly with decreasing frequency
in the Rayleigh region [4].Fortunately, for many targets of
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interest and for the usual frequency range of operation, the
cross section seldom falls within this region.
A sky-wave OTH radar utilizes the ionosphere to refract
the energy back to the earth’s surface. The ionosphere determines the range of operation and introduces an additional
path loss. The motions inherent in the ionosphere can limit
the Doppler processing and the accuracy of the angular measurement. I t is important i n a radar of this type that the frequency of operation and the signal parameters be chosen to
minimize the adverse effects of the ionosphere. I t is generally
easier to operatea radar to compensatefor ionospheric propagation effects than it is with H F communications. In communications, two parties-the
transmitterand
receivermust cooperate in order to have an effective path. In radar,
there is only one party. Communicators usually operate with
a limitedset of frequency allocations. For the radar, it is assumed that the best frequencies are available, provided they
do not interfere with others. The nature of the radar clutter
echo can be used to determin.e the proper mode of operation.
The effectiveuse of frequency and signal waveform flexibility
to operate successfully in spite of the vagaries of the ionosphericpropagationpath
is anadvantage of radar, as described in Section 111.
The waveform repetition frequency of an OTH radar is
generally low so as to avoid range ambiguities.A pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) of 50 Hz, for example, corresponds to
an unambiguous rangeof about 3000 km. Because the PRFis
low, Dopplerambiguitiescanresultand
a compromiseis
generally required between
the range and Doppler ambiguities. Typical pulsewidths mightvary from tens of microseconds to several milliseconds.
The magnetoionic part of the transmission path rotates
the plane of polarization so that fading of the echo can occur
iflinear polarizationis transmittedand received [l], [2].
Polarization fading canbe reduced by receiving on two orthogonal linear polarizations when a single linear polarization is
transmitted. Circular polarization can eliminate fading due
to polarization rotation;however, it is expensive to achieve in
a practical H F radar antenna. Because of the proximityof the
antenna to the earth (relative to the wavelength), the ground
must always be considered part of the antenna. The ground
effects are generally different for horizontal and vertical polarization so that an initially circularly polarized wave might
actually be launched as elliptical polarization and the ellipticity will be a function of the vertical radiation angle.
Multipath interference and dynamic irregularities in the
ionospheric propagation path are two othersources of fading.
Multipath effects withsky-waveradarareimportantand
some will be identified. First, the previously mentioned polarizationrotationcan be considered a multipath effect. This
rotation is due to the birefringement nature of. the refracting
medium (electrons in the presence of the. earth’s magnetic
field). An incident linearly polarized wave can be thought of
as decomposing into two circularly polarized components, one
right handed and the other left handed, each traveling by its
own distinct path and path length through the
ionosphere,
and upon emergence the combination of the two components
can again give a linearly polarized wave, in general rotated
from the incident wave. Second, waves refracted by an increasing electron density with height will generally have two
paths from the radar to the target, a high ray and a low ray.
The high ray experiencesmore loss and in analysis isfrequently neglected. Third, the structuring of the ionosphere,
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especially in the daytime, into separate height bandsof highcharge-gradient provide, for some operating frequencies and
distances, up to four paths
between radar and targets. Fourth,
for some operating frequencies andtargetdistancesboth
one- and two- (or more) refraction paths exist. All of the precedingsources of multipathcan be multiplicativeandthe
separate paths will either interfere causing fadingor give distinct separate responses depending upon the radar’s resolving
capability in range, Doppler, andelevation radiation angle.
The antenna for an H F OTH radar is probably more demanding than for any other radar application. The antenna
should be of high gain,cover an extremely wide-frequency
range, be steerable in elevation, be rapidly steerable over a
wide azimuth, and handle high power. Such an antenna will
be of large size and require a large ground screen to keep the
elevation launch angles low if verticalpolarizationis
used.
For example, if a vertical monopole element is used over a
ground of poor conductivity and it is desired to put the maximum of the first lobe a t 4’, a ground screen extending about
150 wavelengths (3000 m at 15 MHz) in front of the antenna
is required.
The coverage of the radar on the earth’s surface depends
on the ionosphere. A “typical” patchof the ground illuminated
by a single frequency might be 1000 km in the range dimension. The region from 100(r-4000 km might, therefore, require
three different frequencies for proper coverage. On the other
hand, ionospheric conditions might be such that a single frequency could cover this rangeor perhaps five or six frequencies
might be required. This illustrates the
necessity for flexible
radar management that senses the environment and adjusts
the parameters of the radar for optimum operation. This subject will be treated in Section 111.
If Doppler processing isused, theantenna beam must
dwell on the target area for a time sufficient to achieve the
Doppler resolution required and the degree of clutter attenuation needed. In MADRE, this dwell period mighttypically
be 10 s.
T h e wide-areacoverage of an OTH radar, the
need to
employ more t h a n one frequency to cover the range interval
under surveillance, and the need to dwell a sufficient time for
Doppler processing means that a single-beam radarmight
require a relatively long time to scana large surveillance area.
The scan time can be reduced, if necessary, by the use of
multiple simultaneous transmit and receive beams at the expense of increased equipment complexity. Another approach
is to transmit with a broad beam
and receive with multiple
narrowbeamscovering
thesamearea as the broad transmitting. beam. This allows the more expensive transmitting
antenna to be relatively small. (Thetransmittingantenna
must be capable of high power so that itgenerally will be more
costly than a receiving antenna of the same size.) The burden
of providing narrow beams for resolution and accuracy then
rests with the receiving antenna.
A problem confronting HF OTH radaris the clutter from
meteors andaurora.Bothphenomenacan
produce strong
radar echoes thatcanhinderdetection
of desiredechoes.
Meteor and aurora clutter can be strong enough at times to
enter the radar via the antenna sidelobes and from ranges
greater than the maximum unambiguous range so that they
are folded-over in range and can appear where targets might
be expected.Again, by proper management of the flexible
radar operation, limitations due to these effects can be minimized or eliminated.
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Fig. 7. A true path and virtual path are
shown for the ionosphere as
described in Fig. 6. I t is frequently convenient to work with virtual
paths. The virtual path length R'= ( c A l l 2 ) is similar to the concept
of virtual height. Below the ionosphere the true m t h and virtual path
are identical.
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Fig. 6. Two vertical profiles of reflection height versus probing frequency are given. The upper trace is as would be derived from a
vertical sounder and the R is a virtual height, generally identified by
a prime: H'= (cat/?),where cis thespeed of light, Al is the time delay
for the signal to returnfrom the ionosphere. The lower trace is the true
height profile. The abscissa scale can be in terms of electron density
because of the relationship N e =fl/Sl, where N e is free electrons per
cubic meterand f is the frequency in hertz.

111. RADARMANAGEMENT
AND THE IONOSPHERE
Sky-wave propagation provides transmission paths from a
station on the earth's surface to any other point
on the earth's
surface and to a large volume above the earth. A high-frequency EM wave launched at some oblique angle to thehorizontal will bend away from the vertical as i t travels into a
region of increased electron density. The magnitude of this
bendingincreases
with decreasing radiofrequency.Thus
achieving a path back to the earthis just a matter of choosing
thecorrectradiofrequencytomatchthe
existingelectron
density distribution. The electron density distributions are
caused bysolarradiationexhibitingdiurnaland
seasonal
variations. Since solar behavior is not'precisely predictable, a
future electron density distribution is not exactly predictable
either. Effective radaroperation requires that the electron
density distributions be sensed in real time. Fig. 6 gives an
example of an electron density profile and a vertical sounding
profile, either of which is acommonmethod
of describing
ionospheric parameters. Thisexample shows a smooth increase
of electron density with altitude typical of summer nights.
Such a profile can be used to describe the ionosphere a t each
location on the earth. Fig. 7 shows a ray path for a frequency
that gives refraction back to the earth. Earth reflections and
successive ionospheric refractions can extend the path to any
distance, including complete encirclement of the world. A
complicating factor is that the vertical (altitude) profile of
electrondensitymaynot
be a smoothlyvaryingfunction.
Also electron density vertical profiles vary with time and geographic location.Fig. 8 is an example of daytime electron
density profile and the virtual height
as a function of the
probing frequency. Fig. 9 shows the virtual ray paths associated with this ionospheric description for several radio frequencies. I t can be seen t h a t a some
t
target distances
a variety
of paths are available.
Propagation losses are identified by three different processes. The first isin the lower part of the ionosphere(Dregion)
where collisions of the free electrons (excited by the radio
wave) withneutrat particles absorbenergy.This
is called
nondeviative absorption [I], [2]. The second isin theE region
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Fig. 8. A daytime vertical profile of the ionosphere is shown. This is a
median profile based upon past soundings made a t the particular location and time. The lower trace indicates the electron.density structure
with height as being other than smooth;. :The commonly used
designators of height regions (FI,Fz,
and D ) are approximately
bracketed and regions of absorption are ~ndicated.
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Fig. 9. This set of virtual path traces is based upon the ionospheric description given in Fig. 8. I t would be more precise if each refkction
from the ionosphere had used i t s own vertical profile. Although ionization changes with distance have been ignored, the general picture of
radar range coverage achieved as a function of operating frequency is
shown.

at an altitudea little.over 1 0 0 km, where thin patches of highdensity ionization may.exist giving obscuration to the higher
ionosphere. This has been called sporadic-& obscuration. The
third is the region where the true and virtual heights of the
radio wave differ greatly, and this is called deviative absorption. Inadditiontothese
losses, therecan be loss due to
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extremely short pulseswill be distorted, placing a limit on
range resolution.
m
3) The natureof refraction by the ionosphere allows a specific area to be illuminatedbyonlyalimitedband
of frequencies.
4) The electron-density distribution in the ionosphere is
in a state of continuouschange so that the nature of the
propagation path is subject to change with time.
5) The propagation space is studded with unwanted clutter
echoes such as the earth, auroral ionization, meteor-caused
ionization, and other large scattering areas that compete with
the desired target echoes.
6 ) The part of thefrequencyspectrumappropriate
for
OTH radar is noisy due to cosmic, solar, and natural terresm
trial sources, all of which, though not exactly white, extend
smoothly across the band. The spectrum of man-made relaFig. 10. The average performance calculated for a radar is used to show
the variations in signal-twmk ratio S I N , vertical radiation angle $,
tions, both from radio transmissions and electrical machinery,
and operating frequency f versus time of day for three seasons but a
tends to be colored. I t is emphasized t h a t t h e H Fspectrum is
single sun spot number. These computations arefor a single target
size and range, the range being about the maximum that can concrowded with users.
sistently bereached by one hop. A three-bone frequency spread
Allof the preceding discussion shows that for successful
is required with the lowest frequency requirementbeing at winter
HF OTH radaroperation it is essential that the environment
night. The worst SNR occurs during the middle of summer day.
Required radiation angles vary between 3' and 6'. Operation over
be sensed in real time and the radar be optimally matched to
an entire solar cycle requiresmore variation in launch angle and
the environment. The operating frequency and the vertical
frequency.
radiation angle are the parameters available for securing depolarization mismatch, ground reflection, and focusing or de- sired illumination power density a t a particular point on the
earth. Monitoring of the occupancy of the H F spectrum can
focusing due to irregularities in ionization.
In practice, a system wouldbe designed on the basis of assist in theselection of the precise frequency and theemission
the available information about the statistical behavior
of the bandwidth to minimize the interference level at the radar and
to avoid interference to other users. The waveform repetition
ionosphere. Since the electron density always increases with
altitude (in the lower portion of the ionosphere), the existence rate can be adjusted for the best compromise between range
ambiguities, Doppler ambiguities, and obscuration by natural
of a n ionospheric path can be considered certain but unpredictableinitsdetailedcharacter.Thereliability
of per- targets(clutter). I t is evidentthatnarrowantennabeamwidths in both the horizontal and vertical planes can provide
formance thatcan berealized depends upon theantenna
that obscure, and at
aperture size, radiated power, and the spanof frequencies that discriminationagainstnaturaltargets
can be used. One controlling limit is absorption in the lower the same time minimize interference with otherusers. Widenatmosphere during summer dayswhen the ionization extends ing theemission bandwidth to achieve greater range resolution
to lower heights where the neutral particles are more dense. also can help reducethe echo from distributed natural targets.
All of the preceding serves to emphasize that for effective
The result is increased path loss. A second controlling limit
occurs on winter nights when the electron densityis compara- sky-wave radar operation it is important to have a real-time
tively sparse and a
low operatingfrequencyisrequired
to description of the transmission path and the band occupancy,
provide a path. Thus thefirst limit affectsthe long-range per- and that the radar waveform and signal processing must be
formance and the second, the short-range performance.
Vio- matched to the existing conditions. Allof the common methbeen
lent, but relatively infrequent, solar activity may result
in ods to determine the best operating conditions that have
short periods of similar behavior that can sometimes be more developedfor H F communicationscanbe used with radar.
extreme. Fig. 10 shows the predicted performance of a hypo- These include vertical soundings of virtual height versus frequency, oblique soundings of virtual range versus frequency
thetical radar design.
fixed points, oblique soundingsof backIn short, the sky-wave path canbe made reliable if one is between the radar and
scatter amplitude versus frequency, estimates of the effect of
willing to pay the cost.
H F bandoccupancyobtainedfroma
In addition to the question of path loss in H F sky-wave solaractivity,and
propagation, there are other aspects
of the OTH radar en- searchreceiver. Thesky-waveradarhasacapabilitynot
availablewith H F communications that shouldalwaysbe
vironmentthatcan
bedescribed
asdetrimentaltoradar
used and which canprovideadditionaldescription
of the
operation. These may be classified as follows.
transmission path. The radar backscatter from the earth a t a
1) A multiplicity of paths from radar to target can exist
particular frequency can be used to infer the character of the
causing either fading or multiple responses from a single target
as has been previously discussed. There also may be patches ionosphere for all heights up to theheight of maximum ionizaof electrondensityin
the lowerionosphere that are semi- tion. Thus normal radar operation has, as a byproduct, the
transparent causinga ray tobe refracted to theground as well data from which the transmission path can be described. The
as permitting rays to be transmitted to a higher layer where essential requirements for using thesedata are a knowledge of
thescatteringproperties
of the earth and
somemethod of
they are likewise refracted back to the ground.
or virtual
2) The ionosphereisdispersivein
t h a t the velocity of correlatingvirtualrangeswithgroundranges,
propagation depends on the frequency. Hence there are limits ranges with elevation radiation angle. If the earth has identiupon the information bandwidth t h a t may be employed, and fiable natural localized scatterers such as islands on the sea,
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when thepropagationpath
doesnot traversetheaurora,
unwanted echoesfrom aurora and other intense sources of
field-alignedionizationcanobscure
targets by entering the
radar via the antenna sidelobes.
Furthermore,OTHradarcapabilityabruptlychanges
acrossthetransitionfromone-hoptotwo-hopcoverage.
These transitions are somewhat variable with both time and
location and nominally they are 2000-2200 km via the E region and 3000-4000 km via the F region. Thus when performance out to 4000 km is required, part of the time i t must
be achieved by a two-hop path.

IV. CAPABILITIES

A complete and detailed description of the capabilities of
OTH radar cannotbe fully discussed ina paper of this scope.
Nevertheless, i t is possible to indicate the following nominal
performance characteristics that might be achieved:
range coverage

(b)
Fig. 11. In Fig. ll(a) Doppler range space is shown in contours of received power level in decibel-watts. Such descriptions of the earth
(sea) echo can be used to determine the radar transmission path
parameters. Thisanalysis has been done and in Fig. l l ( b ) the received power for a 1000-m* target has been plotted for the several
paths versus both great circle ground range R and virtual range R'.
The paths drawn are: one refraction by sporadic ionization in the E
region (1s) :one refraction inthe F region (1Ff ; two refractions in the
F region ( 2 F ) ; and the combination of the latter two (1F-ZF). The
ranges that permit multiple responses are evident. To indicate performance (either SNR or signal-tdutter ratio) the noise or clutter
power level from the appropriate rangeand Doppler on Fig. 11 (a)
must be divided into the signal power from Fig. 11 (b). Performance
is a decided function of target location in Doppler range space as well
as power received from the target..

sea-land boundaries, or mountains or cities on land, these can
be used to determine the correspondence between the virtual
and ground range. If the radar has directive beams that can
be readily steered in elevation, ground ranges can
be associated with virtual ranges and ionospheric heights can
be deduced. The earthecho provides a signald sufficient quality to
be used for automatic analysisof the transmission path. Even
if the radar has no elevation angle control and there are
nc
identifiable ground targets, the earth backscatter can still be
useful in confirming estimates of the transmission path made
by other means. The earth backscatter amplitude as a function of virtual range may not uniquely define the propagation
path but i t can be used to test the correctnessof a particular
assessment of the path. If the predicted backscatter distribution is similar to that observed, i t gives confidence that the
assessment is correct. Fig.11 gives a n example of performance
assessment that has been deduced from an operating radar's
earth (sea) echoes [a].
Radar performance depends on the geographical location;
When the refracting part
of the ionospheric path is in an
auroral region, path losses and instabilities can be great. Even

1~4OOO
km; longer ranges are
possiblewithmultihoppropagation,butwithdegraded
performance;
can be 360' in azimuth, if desired;
angle coverage
60'-120° is more typical;
aircraftandships;alsonuclear
targets
explosions, prominent surface features (such as mountains, cities,
and islands),sea, aurora, meteors,
and
satellites
below the ionosphere's
altitude
of maximum
ionization;
could be as low as 2 km, but is
range resolution
more typically 20-40 km;
relative range accuracy typically 2-4 km for a target location relative to a known location
observed by the same radar;
absolute range accuracy 10-20 km,assuming good realtime path assessments are made;
determined by the beamwidth; i t
angle resolution
can be less than 1' which corresponds to 50 km a t a distance of
3000 km;
beam splitting of 1-10 should be
angle accuracy
possible
with
suficient
SNR;
ionospheric effects might
limit the
anglemeasurementaccuracyto
some fraction of a degree;
resolution of targets whose DopDoppler resolution
pler frequencies differ by 0.1 Hz
or less is generally possible; a t a
radar
frequency
of 20 MHz,
0.1 Hz corresponds to a difference
in relative velocity of about 1.5
knots.

V. APPLICATIONS
The order of magnitude increase in range possible with an
H F OTH radar as compared with conventional radar makesit
attractive for those geographical areas where
i t is not convenient t o locate conventional microwave .line-of-sight radars.
Radar coverage of the sea is such an example. By way of
illustration,
two
applications
will be briefly
mentioned:
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Fig. 12. Transatlantic aircraft targets on a Doppler-range display.In
this example a clutter filter has been used to reject relative velocities
up to about 100 knots, andapproach and recede targetshave been
folded upon each other so that direction is not obtained. The vertical
smearsaremeteortrailformation
echoes. They persist butashort
time. The aircraft echoes have been identified with flight information
furnished by the FAA.

1) air-traffic control over the sea; and 2) the remote observation of sea conditions and the accompanying weather. Other
certainlyapplications
are
possible.
1 ) Air-Trafic Control: An OTHradar with 120' angle
1000-4000
survey
cankm
coveragecoverage
range
and
from
a
an area of almost sixteen million square kilometers. Aircraft
within this area can be detected, located,and tracked by such
a radar.
Fig. 12 shows a range-Doppler display of aircraft targets
flying theNorthAtlantic
air corridorbetweentheUnited
States and the United Kingdom. These data were taken with
the MADRE radar. The azimuth measurement accuracy of this
radar is not sufficient to track in angle, butexcellent Doppler
resolution permits targets to be separated in the frequency
domain and measured in range. Fig. 13 is a plot of the ranges
of these targets as measured by the radar (shown by the circle
points) compared with the aircraft tracks (straight lines) obtained from the FAA. The agreement is quite good. Fig. 14
shows a Doppler-range display of aircraft targets made with
the smaller MADRE rotatableantenna (see Fig. 4) looking
West. Note how this radar is able to resolve in the Doppler
domain targets that are unresolved in range alone.
Target height is not obtained with this OTH radar. It is
possible to install H F transponders on each aircraft and relay
back to the radar the height of the aircraft as determined by
the on-board altimeter, as well as the identity of the aircraft.
Limited communications can also be effected by this means.
An example of the possible OTH coverage of the North
Atlantic air lanes is shown in Fig. 15 for two arbitrary radar
sites.
Thus OTH radaroffers a new capability for improving the
safety and quality of over-ocean air traffic.
2 ) RemoteSensing of Sea Conditions: Theextent of the
Doppler frequency spectrum of the sea or land clutter is much
less than the Doppler shifts expected from aircraft. Hence to
separateaircraft echoesfromsea
or land echoes, the lowfrequency portion of the spectrum isfiltered out and only that
region is passed in which aircraft or missile targets are expected. The lower portion of the spectrum that isfiltered out,
however, contains significant information about the natureof
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Fig. 14. A Doppler range of aircraft targets to the west of the MADRE
site. Among the targets there is quite a spread in relative velocity.
Notice that multiple targets at the same range are readily xesolved
by Doppler discrimination.

the clutter. Fig. 16 shows an example of the spectrum of the
sea echo. Such spectra can be interpreted togive sea roughness
and direction. Ionospheric effects, especially multipath, cause
complications. Nevertheless, it has been possible to determine
the directionof the waves, to estimate their magnitude, and to
infer something about the
winds that drive the waves. An
example of radar derived wind direction is given in Fig.17 [7].
Other papers in this issue of PROCEEDINGS
treat this subject
[81, ~91.
VI. GROUND-WAVE RADAR
Almost all of the preceding has been concerned with a n
OTH radar that
utilizes therefractiveproperties
of ionospheric sky-wave propagation to reach out and detect targets
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Atlantic from
Fig. 15. Possible OTH radar coverage of theNorth
radar locations in northeastern USA and northern Spain.

w m
Fig. 16. A spectrum of the radar echo from the sea obtained from a n
area about9.5 by 7.5 km via ground wave. The sea was developed by a
25-knot approaching wind and theoperating frequencywas 13.4 MHz.
The Doppler fr scale has been normalized 80 that the major returns
occur at k l . T h e major returns are the Approach Resonant Wave
ARW 1 and Recede Resonant Wave RRW. The difference in amplitude between ARW 1 and RRW can be used to calculate the sea
(and exciting wind) direction. The amplitude of the other peaks,
ARW 2, ARW 3, ARW 4, and of the continuum between peaks can be
used t o indicate eea state (or driving wind speed).
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beyond the horizon. I t is also possible a t H F t o propagate
energy around the curvature of the earth by diffraction. This
iscommonly called ground-wavepropagation. The loss beyond the horizon in this ground-wave mode increases exponentially with range.Also the higher the frequency the greater
the loss. A ground-wave radar can detect the same kind
of
targets as discussedfor the sky-waveradar.Detection
is
somewhat easier than with sky-wave propagation since ionospheric effects are not present as they are with the sky-wave
radar, and clutter returns from aurora can generally
be eliminated by time gating. Furthermore,
at night i t may be possible
to operate a ground-wave radar a t a frequency too high for
sky-wavetransmission
so that interferencefrom
distant
sources that would normally propagate by sky wave is not
present.
A ground-wave radar of a size and frequency comparable
to the sky-wave radar- discussed in this paper might have a
range against aircraft targets of perhaps 200-400 km. Thus
its capability is far less than that of the sky-wave radar. Detections are generally easier, for the reasons previously cited,
but the ground-wave radar might not prove cost effective for
general use. Unfortunately, the maximum range
of groundwave radar is considerablyless than theminimum rangeof the
sky-wave radar unless the sky-wave radar can operate at frequencies down to the broadcast band. However, the antenna
dimensions would become large, and many targets of interest
would certainly be in the Rayleigh scattering region where the
cross sectionwould be small.Thus itis impractical for groundwave radar to fill in the skip zoneof the sky-wave radar.
VII. DISCUSSION
OTH radaroffers a new and exciting meansfor sensing the
environment and the detection
of targets a t distances an order
of magnitudegreaterthanconventional
microwave radar.
The technologyhas
been developed andthe
capabilities
demonstrated. The cost of the HF OTH radar might be expected to be high, but on the basis of cost per square mile of
coverage i t is probably-comparable to other radar types. Its
chief advantage is that it can cover areas not feasible with
conventional radars.
VIII.NOTE
In the UnitedStates, significant workon OTH radarusing
H F frequencies and b o t h ground-wave and sky-wave propagation started in the late 1940’s. The organizations engaged in
thisearlyworkincluded
theWatsonLaboratories
of the
Army Air Force, the Lincoln Laboratory of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the National Bureau-of Standards,
the Raytheon Com.pany, RCA, and Stanford University. I n
the early 1950’s, the .Naval Research Laboratory started
a
program to demonstrate the feasibility of sky-wave radar for
aircraft targets. Later many other groups have
significantly
contributed to the advancement of H F O T H technology.
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HF: Interpretationand

Utilization of the Echo
DONALD E. BARRICK, MEMBER, IEEE, JAMES M. HEADRICK, SENIOR
ROBERT W. BOGLE, AND DOUGLASS D. CROMBIE

Abstract-Theories and concepts for utilization
of HF sea echo
are compared and tested against surface-wave measurements made
from San Clemente Island in thePacific in a joint NRL/ITS/NOAA
experiment. The use of first-order sea echo as a reference target for
calibration of HF over-the-horizon radars is established. Featuresof
the higher order Doppler spectrum can be employed to deduce the
principal parameters of the wave-height directional,spectrum(i.e.,
sea state); and it is shown that significant wave height can be read
from the spectral records. Finally, it is shown that surface currents
and w e n t (depth) gradients can be inferred fromthe sameDoppler
sea-echo records.

MEMBER, IEEE,

Although the heights of ocean waves are generally small
in terms of these radarwavelengths,thescattered
echo is
nonethelesssurprisinglylarge
and readilyinterpretablein
terms of its Doppler features. The fact that these heights are
small facilitates the analysis of scatter using the perturbation
approximation. This theory [2] produces an equation which
1) agrees with the scattering mechanism deduced by Crombie
from experimental data; 2) properly predicts the positions of
thedominantDopplerpeaks;
3) shows how thedominant
echo magnitude is related to the sea wave height; and 4) perI.INTRODUCTION
mits an explanation of some of the less dominant, more comWENTY YEARS ago Crombie [l] observed sea echo
plex features of the sea echo through retention and use of the
with an H F radar, andhe correctly deduced the scatter- higherorder terms in theperturbationanalysis.
Hence the
ingmechanism which accounted for the peculiar and dominantspectralfeaturesexplainedbythesimple,lowest
unique dominant peaks
in the observedDopplerspectrum.
orderterms of theperturbationanalysisare
referred to as
This gave rise to further research and suggested the exciting “first-order” sea echo, while the remaining, less dominant feapossibility of measuring sea state at great distances with H F tures are termed “higher order” because they arise from the
sky-wave radars. A current joint program involving NOAA, smaller (i.e., second-order, third-order, etc.) terms.
NRL, and ITSon San Clemente Island has provided data for
Byway of introductiontothe
basic type of H F echo
testingthree possible applications of H F seaecho: 1) as a records upon which the discussion in this paper is based, we
standard or reference target for calibratingthesensitivity
show a typical received Doppler spectrum in Fig. 1. This plot
of sky-wave radars; 2) as a means of deducing sea state (viz., represents the received signal power versus normalized Dopthe dominant features of thewave-heightdirectional spec- pler shift from the carrier (the carrier being located a t zero,
trum):and 3) as amethodformeasuringsurface-current
and the predicted positions of the dominant peaks a t posifeatures. HF, as considered here, extends from the broadcast tions 1). Details of the conditionsandsystem behind this
band to VHF, including radar wavelengths
between 10 and spectral record will be discussed later, but for nowwe refer
200 m.
to it to illustrate how the three previously claimed applications will be subsequently developed from data such as these.
Manuscriptreceived September 12, 1973; revisedJanuary 21, 1974.
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